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With Brexit on everyone’s minds, global 
mobility professionals are starting 
to think about what they need to do 
to prepare themselves. Although no 
concrete changes have actually been 
announced -  and let’s be quite honest, 
most people are already getting tired of 
hearing about Brexit and the doom and 
gloom that will follow - the reality is that 
a lot of organizations are starting to 
think about moving people out of the UK. 
A significant handful of corporates have 
already publicly declared their intention 
of moving functions or entire offices 
overseas, and some have even put the 
wheels in motion. 

We are seeing evidence of this across our  

client base with an increased focus on how to 

address group moves and teams starting to review 

their current policies and support. Many companies 

are facing the reality that no budgeting has been 

made to account for the moves they are planning 

as part of their Brexit strategy. Combined with 

the challenge of dealing with changes in business 

practice, this creates an added layer of complexity 

for mobility teams. 

Whether you are an old pro in the relocation 

arena or a complete newbie, managing a group 

move is something that can make or break any 

global mobility professional. Moving a group is like 

your normal day to day, but amplified a hundred 

times over in a short space of time – and moves in 

response to Brexit bring with them the potential 

added challenges of reluctant relocatees, potential 

terminations and legal complexities. Add in the 

fact that most companies will likely not have a 

pre-allocated a budget for this scenario, this brings 

the added challenge of mobility teams being held 

accountable for very tight budgets. 

Moving a group is so much more than just dealing 

with a large volume of moves at once. In this article 

we take  an in depth look at the various challenges 

that group moves in response to Brexit can create 

and how you can use a number of creative ways to 

encourage success.

Why are group moves so different from 

individual moves? A number of factors can 

come into play:

1. Often group moves are forced – as is likely 

the case for any moves in response to Brexit. 

This can cause stress for the individual and 

family, deciding whether to uproot their lives and 

managing the worry of potential unemployment 

if they decide not to move. This brings the added 

challenge for mobility teams of dealing not only 

with a significant volume of people moving at 

once but also disgruntled, unsettled employees.

2. In a group move, there is usually increased 

focus on treating everyone equally and therefore 

the relocation package offered will usually be 

consistent across the board with less flexibility 

for negotiation. Striking the right balance 

between the flexibility to support individual 
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circumstances and a consistent, manageable 

process can be challenging.  

3. The group being asked to relocate may not 

be individuals that would normally consider 

relocation – different from those high performing 

employees jumping at the opportunity for an 

assignment abroad -  so may need to be sold on 

the idea of a new exciting adventure to consider 

moving away from their close-knit family and 

community.

4. The host location may not always be desirable 

to the relocatee if the move is forced. Although 

the location may be the right choice for your 

company as a whole, for an individual that has 

lived and worked in London most of their life, 

the thought of moving to a place like Frankfurt, 

Dublin or Paris may be completely foreign. 

5. Group moves can be very cross functional, 

involving business leaders, HR business partners, 

Compensation & Benefits, Payroll, Operations 

and Real Estate/Facilities departments to cover 

off all aspects of moving a population. Ensuring 

everyone is in sync and timings are cohesive is 

vital but challenging with so many moving parts. 

6. Moving a group due to merger, takeover 

or closure as in the case of Brexit can also be 

delicately entwined with employment law, such 

as TUPE in the UK. The way that employees are 

supported in making the transition and the way 

that non-relocating assignees are assisted with 

returning to their home locations can have legal 

implications, and mobility teams will need to 

work closely with the company lawyers to make 

sure the company isn’t at risk. 

Some of this may seem to be beyond the remit of 

global mobility, however the business expectation is 

that the end to end relocation process is managed 

– be it helping employees with shipping queries or 

getting them up to speed on the benefits of their 

new location. 

So how do you ensure that your key talent is 

supported in making the move, with minimal 

disruption to the business and no additional support 

for your team? Is there such a thing as a successful 

group move?

We believe that this can be a reality, but 

requires some creative thinking on the part 

of the Global Mobility team. Consider this 

example scenario: 

Company FinCo has decided to move its Euro 

clearing function from London to Frankfurt as 

part of their Brexit strategy. All of the function’s 50 

employees have been asked to relocate and the 

mobility team have been tasked with making this 

a success. However, many of the employees are 

reluctant to move – all they know about Frankfurt 

is that is it cold and they drive on the other side of 

the road there. Additionally, the mobility team is 

relatively small and are struggling with all the logistics 

of managing the group move project. 
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In the next section we’ll take a look at some things 

the FinCo mobility team can do to set themselves up 

for success. 

IN IT TO WIN IT – SETTING 
YOURSELF UP FOR SUCCESS

There are a number of key points to consider and 

processes put in place when managing a group 

move. So what exactly should you be thinking about 

to manage this type of project successfully?

1. CONSIDER LEVERAGING A RELOCATION 

MANAGEMENT COMPANY (RMC) TO HELP

Engaging a specialist company to assist with the 

process will help the HR team manage the scale. 

An additional 50 moves to an HR team can be 

overwhelming, but to an RMC it is business as 

usual. 

The RMC will be able to assist with managing 

vendor availability – consider for a moment that 

50 people descending on a town on the outskirts 

of Frankfurt may completely saturate their 

temporary housing market. An RMC will have 

providers in place that are prepared to deal with 

sudden volume increases. 

Additionally, they may be able to optimize pricing, 

getting better deals in bulk for booking not only 

accommodation but also settling in services or 

combining shipments across your population to 

minimize shipping costs. 

2.IDENTIFY THE KEY PLAYERS WITHIN  

YOUR COMPANY

You’ll make lots of new friends when you manage 

a group move. Managing a group move is a 

masterclass in cross-functional cooperation 

and will involve many different people across a 

number of divisions. Identify who the key players 

in the immigration, finance, payroll, HR business 

partner and other involved teams and set up a 

weekly cross functional meeting to discuss the 

project, ensuring that everyone is fully briefed at 

all times. 

3. MAKE YOUR FINANCE TEAM YOUR  

BEST FRIEND

Consider buying Jack in finance a coffee – you’ll 

be spending a lot of time together, working 

closely as costs are incurred and need to 

be accounted for. Take time to sit down and 

understand how the costs are going to be 

allocated - Is there a group budget? Will this be 

allocated out across cost center? Make sure you 

are clear from the outset of how you need to 

account for costs, avoiding a request 6 months 

down the line for information you never tracked. 

4. EMPLOY A CASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM TO 

TRACK MOVE PROGRESS AND COSTS ON AN 

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL. 

Does manually keying details of 50 moves into 

excel and then keeping them updated regularly 

sound like fun to you? Keeping track of the 

progress and costs of 50 moves using excel and 

email systems will soon overwhelm even the 

most capable and organized HR team. The risk of 

losing track of a key status update or mistyping 

a date can have huge ramifications and can 

easily derail a move. A case management system 

will provide HR teams with full visibility of move 

progress while tracking costs and key dates 

seamlessly, ensuring an all-round successful 

experience. 
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AN ATTRACTIVE PROPOSAL – 
CREATING THE RIGHT PACKAGE 
FOR YOUR GROUP MOVE. 

In our example, the mobility team works to devise 

a generous relocation package, including ‘nice to 

haves’ such as home sale assistance, compensation 

for any penalties in cancelling leases and a ‘look-see’ 

trip to Frankfurt for the family. The offer is made to 

the relocatees, and they are given 2 weeks to make 

their decision. 

Sounds simple – right? 

In theory, yes. However, a lot of work goes into 

creating the right package for a specific group 

move scenario. To make this a success you need 

employees to gain real value from the package that 

you are offering them. Albeit there may be a stronger 

focus on consistency when orchestrating a group 

move, you still need to handle each individual as, 

well, an individual. 

Firstly, consider the driver and background 

for the move – is this a voluntary move or a 

forced move? Is the move to a great, exciting 

location or to somewhere a little less enticing 

(think higher taxes, bad weather etc.)? Is the 

time frame quite rushed, or have relocatees got 

time to plan and arrange their personal affairs 

accordingly?

Moves as part of your Brexit strategy will likely 

fall into the forced scenario, and will likely be to a 

location that many employees would consider less 

attractive than London, so the package that you 

decide to offer should in part be guided by these 

factors. You might be more willing to offer the ‘nice 

to haves’ for the less attractive location and may 

need to cover last minute move costs such as lease 

break and home sale if the move is being done in a 

short time frame.

Secondly, consider what you would deem 

essential versus what would be considered nice 

to have. For example, things like travel to the 

new location and temporary accommodation 

for the first 30 days would usually be 

considered an essential, whereas lease break 

and pet shipping could be considered a nice to 

have depending on the driver for the move. 

Thirdly, decide how flexible you want to be 

in your approach – it’s key that you have 

clear internal guidelines for when to apply 

additional flexibility, or you risk setting an 

unexpected precedent that has significant cost 

implications. 

Picture a scenario where a FinCo employee asks 

to have their pet shipping covered. Not a huge 

expense for one employee, but if you grant it in 

one case you open yourself up to the request 

from the other 49 relocating employees, which is 

suddenly a very significant cost. That is not to say it 

should not be offered, but consider adding some 

defining parameters such as only covering costs 

for a maximum of 2 pets and limit the support to 

transportation costs only. 

Finally, decide your approach to how benefits 

will be delivered, as some will have a stronger 

impact if delivered in a group setting and 

others on an individual basis. 
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In our FinCo example, the mobility team set up 

a number of both group and individual briefing 

sessions for the relocatees, including everything from 

tax planning to school finding. They also arranged a 

group look see trip to Frankfurt and set up individual 

area and home search tours. Lastly, they worked 

with Frankfurt local HR to set up a buddy system with 

Frankfurt office employees, to both drive the London 

employees’ engagement with the new office but also 

give them a valuable local resource for questions 

about daily life in Frankfurt. 

THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX – 
THE LITTLE THINGS THAT MAKE 
ALL THE DIFFERENCE.

So here’s the hitch – although the relocation package 

is generous and the salary is comparable, the 

London employees are still hesitant to move – some 

do not want to leave London for personal reasons, 

some struggle with the idea of a new culture and 

driving on the other side of the road, and some don’t 

like the idea of Frankfurt and believe they can easily 

find a new opportunity in London. Traditionally you 

could argue that the mobility team have done their 

job – they have worked with the business to create 

a consistent (and generous) relocation package, 

have made all the necessary arrangements and have 

counselled the employees on all their relocation 

queries. 

However, this is where a great mobility team can 

really show their true colors, working with their RMC 

to come up with some creative suggestions to make 

the employees more comfortable with the move. 

One idea would be to work closely with local housing 

agents and Destination Service Providers to really 

emphasize the benefits of the lifestyle change they 

will experience – for example, employees might 

be able to double their living space or have the 

possibility to own a home for the first time, which is 

likely a huge unexpected bonus for employees and 

their families.

Another idea is to offer a course of driving lessons 

to the London employees to provide added peace of 

mind that they will be fully prepared to tackle driving 

on the other side of the road. Additionally, from an 

employer perspective you could argue that you are 

actually fulfilling your duty of care by ensuring your 

employees are adequately equipped to move about 

safely in their new location. 

Similarly, scoping out local sports activities and 

cultural events to highlight to employees also makes 

it easier for them to visualize themselves in the new 

location – and this is really key when selling the 

move. Consider offering a year’s membership to a 

local sports organization of the employee’s choice 

as a great way to really integrate them with the new 

culture and community. 

The key here is really to look at what you offer 

and try to think creatively – be it driving lessons, 

memberships to local sports organizations or 

something completely different. Find something that 

works for your employees and company culture, and 

adds value beyond just pure relocation.
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DRIVING IT HOME – TRACKING 
AND CELEBRATING YOUR 
SUCCESS.

A group move is a big and challenging undertaking 

for both HR teams and employees. Embarking 

on this type of project, you want to be able to 

demonstrate and celebrate the success of the 

project once it is completed. With the challenge of 

a Brexit move, mobility teams will likely held under 

even closer scrutiny to make the project a success. 

Compounded with an increased focus on cost, a 

Brexit group move is a significant challenge. 

Being able to demonstrate that you have delivered 

the project successfully, you will need to ensure 

that from the outset you clearly define your success 

criteria – be it feedback scores, a budget to stay 

within, a timeline to hit, number of employees 

agreeing to the relocation or something else. 

Consider also how you will measure and track 

these, for example using surveys, cost analysis or 

other measures. The key is to define criteria that 

are relevant to your organization, looking at your 

culture and priorities, and make sure that you set up 

manageable ways of tracking and measuring these at 

the start of the project so that you can analyze your 

results once the project is complete. 

Group moves are a whole different kettle of fish 

from individual moves, and the role of the mobility 

professional is truly stretched beyond just relocation 

and logistics. The team effectively embraces multiple 

roles at once as they become a promoter for the 

new location and are challenged to come up with 

creative ways of selling the lifestyle and opportunities 

to the employee. 

Regardless of whether your company has already 

put into action a Brexit strategy or is still in the 

waiting game, mobility professionals would do well 

to consider how they would manage the challenge 

of a group move and analyze their current tools 

and capabilities. This way you will be well prepared, 

should your company decide to put a Brexit strategy 

into play. 

Finally, remember that once you have delivered a 

successful group move, you can honestly say that 

you have well and truly earned your global mobility 

racing stripes!
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